
PRIMAVERA CONCERT
STONE HALL APRIL 21 1990

It was good indeed to see the Stone Hall packed with nearly 400 members and friends (including 

the Town Mayor and Mayoress, ClJr and Mrs Newman and the Leader of the Council Cllr Paul 

Watkins, John Moir the Chief Executive, several other officers and councillors and Jonathan 

Sloggett of Dover Harbour Board) for the PRIMAVERA Concert on Saturday April 21st, our first 

essay in image-enhancing musical sponsorship. The Hall itself is a fine setting for a concert: the

red-carpetted stage (though improvised from tables) admirably set off the cream jackets and green

dresses of the musicians, with their contrasting richly polished instruments, against the floodlit 

stonework and portraits, adding a visually beautiful counterpoint to the enchantment of the music 

itself. This was further enhanced by the contrast between the seated violins and violas in the 

first part of the concert and their upright stance in the second. To see as well as hear Paul

Manley leading the orchestra with such manifest joy was an aesthetic dividend.

The music itself was a skilfully programmed sequence of delights, from baroque Handel and Haydn 

classical concertos, respectively for strings and cello, to Mendelssohns (unbelievably teenage) 

classical String Symphony and Bartok’s angular but not outrageously atonal Divertimento. Playing 

the Bartok 0939) before the Mendelssohn (1824) may have been chronologically perverse but was 

skilfully designed to bring us back to the comfortably familiar at the end of the concert.

Primaveras widely acclaimed hallmark is its desire not only professionally to play the music: 

although the professionalism of its members is palpably of international class or status. What 

distinguishes its members is their individual and joint will to communicate their own delight in re

creating masterpieces. Consequently their ensemble, their mutual blending, their ability to pay 

meticulous attention to every tiny detail of phrasing and volume and yet sound spontaneous, 

involves and includes us as listeners. Virtuosity there was, individually in the solo cellist Roger 

Smith (who nonetheless modestly concealed his instrument behind his music stand) and in Paul 

Manley's solo in the Bartok. But it was the collective virtuosity, most audible and visible in a 

Hungarian dance-like climax in one of the Bartok movements which was the characteristic of the 

whole performance.

Who is to be thanked for this enrichment? Primavera's main sponsor is Eurotunnel, to whose good 

offices Leo Wright and I owe our introduction to the musicians but, as the handsomely printed 

programme made abundantly clear, it was the Dover Society which brought them to Dover. 

Initially the necessary funding and organisation seemed likely to overstretch the resources of a 

relatively small society but the dedication and determination of the Committee was ultimately more 

than ample. Dover District Council made available the Stone Hall and guaranteed us against loss. 

Local business sponsorship, so ably canvassed from both large and small donors (listed in the 

programme) by Peter Johnson and John Gerrard, more than covered our costs and, together with 

our joint efforts in ticket-selling, (especially amongst the members of DODS and the Choral 

Society) left us with a surplus for more cultural sponsorship. As always Lin Clackett catered 

capably for our (corporeal) refreshment. Our best thanks, however, must go to Leo Wright our 

Secretary who first caught fire with the concept and set the rest of us alight with his 

indefatigable enthusiasm.

I very much hope that we shall be able to secure the return of Primavera. Next time we must 

have the wind instruments as well as the strings.
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